
 
 

 
 
According to ETHICORE Founder and Managing Director, Abdul Waheed Patel: 
“Muhammad Khalid is a dynamic young researcher, with experience in conducting 
strategic and policy-relevant research and analyses in a variety of social science fields. 
These include, contemporary politics, religious values, and education.” 
 
He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Religious Studies and History, a Bachelor of Social 
Science Honours in Religious Studies, and a Bachelor of Social Science Masters Cum 
Laude in Religious Studies from the University of Cape Town. His Masters thesis, The 
Shifting World of South African Madrasahs, 1973-2008 unearthed a history of Muslim 
seminaries in the context of political shifts in South Africa. It is a pioneering study of 
higher-level religious education. He also holds a Diploma in Arabic Language from the 
University of Damascus in Syria. During the course of his studies, Muhammad Khalid has 
held various research positions at the University of Cape Town. The most noteworthy of 
them are: 
• National Research Foundation researcher on Madrasahs (Islamic Seminaries) in 

Africa in the Department of Historical Studies. 
• Researcher and Administrative Assistant at the Centre for Contemporary Islam in the 

Department of Religious Studies.  
 
In addition to this, Muhammad Khalid has authored a variety of articles and chapters for 
academic publications. As a result, Muhammad Khalid brings to team ETHICORE both 
significant expertise and niche skills, as well as a global perspective. As a Research 
Consultant, Muhammad Khalid’s responsibilities focuses on the delivery of ETHICORE’s 
Customised Parliamentary and Legislative Service, associated research design and 
project management. 
 
ETHICORE is a full service, diversified and integrated niche strategy, advisory, consulting 
and management firm. We provide highly specialised, bespoke, value-for-money services 
and solutions with an ethical chic, to the local and international ethics marketplace. Our 
strategic interests and service offerings spans the ethics value chain. We develop, 
implement and evaluate effective strategies, services and solutions across the following 
areas of specialisation within our suite of ethically focused offerings: 

• Governmental, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs 
• Business and Organisational Ethics 
• Sustainability Services 
• Ethical Commmunications 
• Projects and New Venture Creation 

 
For more information contact ETHICORE Consulting and Advisory Solutions at: 
T: +27 (0) 21 761 9866 M: +27 79 888 0452  E: intouch@ethicore.co.za  
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TEAM ETHICORE WELCOMES MR MUHAMMAD 
KHALID SAYED AS A RESEARCH CONSULTANT 
Monday, 31 January 2011 
 
ETHICORE Consulting and Advisory Solution is pleased 
to announce the association of Mr Muhammad Khalid 
Sayed as a Research Consultant at team ETHICORE. 
 
 


